
Gallerie Wrap

Professional quality photo wraps that anyone can do!

In Less Than Five Minutes!!!



•First you need to start 

with your printed image

•For the Standard Gallerie Wrap 

your image needs to be 3” 

larger than the frame size

•For PRO Wraps your image 

needs to be 4” larger than the 

frame size

Gallerie Wrap



Step One:
•Peel the yellow cover to expose 

adhesive on the bars 

•Insert the bars into the 

positioning corner with the 

adhesive facing up

•Make sure the bars are flush 

with the positioning corner edge, 

and pressed firmly down inside 

the corner. 

•The positioning corners have 

tabs so that the bars may only be 

inserted properly.

Time for Step 1: 1 minute Accumulative Time: 1 minute 



Step Two: 

•Flip the frame over and 

center the frame over art work 

in the desired position 

•Frimly Push bars down so 

they make contact with the 

back of the media. 

Time for Step 2: 20 seconds Accumulative Time: 1 minute, 20 seconds



Step Three:

Remove the positioning 

corners  by pulling up while 

holding the stretcher bars

down

Time for Step 3: 15 seconds Accumulative Time: 1 minute, 35 seconds



Step Four:

•You will need a sharp utility knife

for this step

•Trim the excess material 

around the edges of the 

stretcher bars

Time for Step 4: 1 minute, 30 seconds Accumulative Time: 3 minutes 5 seconds



Step Five:

Run a small bead of

PH neutral glue along

the inside of the 

stretcher bars 

Time for Step 5: 30 seconds Accumulative Time: 3 minutes 35 seconds



Step Six:

•Cut the corners outward

where the bars meet at a

45 degree angle

Time for Step 6: 10 seconds Accumulative Time: 3 minutes 45 seconds



Step Seven:

•Fold the corners onto the 

beveled ends (on adhesive)

Time for Step 7: 15 seconds Accumulative Time: 4 minutes



Step Eight:

•Pull the bars up to close the frame. 

•Insert the staple into the slots 

•Push or gently hammer Staples flush 

into the frame 

•Repeat on all corners

Time for Step 8: 30 seconds Accumulative Time: 4 minutes 15 seconds



Step Nine:

•Insert four tensioners into the 

v-slots located in the frame

corners

•Make sure tensioners are not 

touching artwork 

•Insert center brace if needed

(Pro Gallerie Wrap only) 

Time for Step Nine: 15 seconds Accumulative Time: 4 minutes  30 seconds



Wrap Completed

•Flip over the piece

•Here is your finished 

Hahnemuhle Gallerie Wrap 

Congratulations! 

In Just Five Minutes



Visit www.hahnemuhledirect.com

For a demonstration video and FAQ’s

Gallerie Wrap

http://www.hahnemuhledirect.com/

